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1

Introduction
On 28 May 2019 Statnett, Svenska kraftnät, Fingrid and Energinet
presented a revised roadmap proposal for the Nordic Balancing
Model for public consultation until 19 August 2019.
This document summarizes the responses from the public
consultation. The responses will be taken into account when
finalizing the NBM roadmap.
The Nordic TSOs are thankful for the contributions and feedback
from the consultation participants.
More information regarding consultation and NBM can be found at
NBM webpage.
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Consultation responses
The consultation was responded by 16 parties. The respondents are
from different parts of the power industry field, including one NEMO,
several associations, producers, consumers and service providers. All
of the Nordic countries are covered.

Type of organization represented.

Location of the organizations. (Note: the respondents may have chosen more than
one of the given answers or written their own answer.)
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2.1

General feedback
Questions:
1.

Have the Nordic TSOs described the most important issues from your
perspective for changes towards the Nordic Balancing Model? What
should possibly be kept/added/deleted?
a. Is the level of the details for the presented roadmap and
milestones adequate?
b. Have the TSOs possibly in your view missed some explanations
or milestones?
c. Are there any undefined dates in the current roadmap that in
your opinion are crucial to be added as soon as possible? Please
explain the reasoning.
2. Any views or comments on how the Nordic TSOs should approach
uncertainty with respect to timing in the roadmap? What are of
importance to you?
3. Any other views or comments related to the presented roadmap and
milestones?

Summary of the responses:
In many responses there is feedback on having more detailed level
information of the markets. This includes pricing of balancing energy
and imbalances. Respondents see that the presented timelines should
be realistic rather than overly ambitious. Also NRA processes and
main risks should be visible in the roadmap. Exact implementation
dates of (at least) 15 min ISP and single pricing model should as well
be added.
In general more information is asked for the concrete effects for
stakeholders and their IT-systems, business processes and business
strategies. As in example respondents want to understand better that
how they will communicate with the balancing platforms. Also
product description of the balancing energy markets are wanted.
Better reasoning and analysis are in the respondents view necessary
in order to understand better that why so long delay is needed, why
certain choices are made and how the delays will affect to socioeconomic gains. More visibility to costs and budget of the NBM
program is also asked after.
There are even some concerns that do the TSOs have a right plan to
go for new Nordic markets and why not go directly for European
solutions (MARI, PICASSO).
There are also several specific issues and questions. For example:




How will be the balancing and imbalance pricing rules?
Role of DK1?
NBM phase 2 timeline
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2.2

More real time market information is needed, facilitation of
self-balancing and shorter gate closure times supported
Any changes to ramping restrictions?
Why isn’t FCR in the scope of the roadmap?
It has been recognized that in Finland the implementation of
datahub is crucial for implementing ISP 15

Nordic aFRR capacity market
Question:
4.
The Nordic TSOs have submitted an aFRR capacity market proposal
for NRA approval. These have already been subject to public consultation
according to EBGL. The TSOs expect the go-live of the Nordic capacity
market in Q1/2020. Any views or comments related to the expected go-live
date of the Nordic aFRR capacity market?

Summary of the responses:
There support for implementation of the Nordic aFRR capacity
market is wide but many respondents have concerns regarding cross
transmission capacity border reservation methodology.
Some respondents are against reservation generally, others would
like to see some improvements.
In several responses quick implementation of the marginal pricing is
supported. Many of the responders also make a reference to their
previous answers to aFRR capacity market consultations arranged by
the TSOs and Nordic NRAs.

2.3

Nordic mFRR capacity market
Question:
5.
The Nordic TSOs plans to postpone the market design and IT
implementation until the result of the regulatory process related to the
aFRR capacity market is known and therefore the go-live is expected to be
during Q3/2021. How high priority do you see the Nordic mFRR capacity
market in the overall NBM roadmap?

Summary of the responses:
The Stakeholders in general thinks on that implementation of Nordic
mFRR capacity market not is prioritized. The Swedish market parties
would like to ensure the proposed timeline of implementation of
mFRR capacity market. Many of the stakeholders would like to see at
least harmonization of current national mFRR capacity markets.
They are also asking for mFRR down-regulation market.
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Norwegian consumer highlights the need to keep the features of
current Norwegian mFRR products that enables large participation
from consumption.

2.4

Single price model
Questions:
6.
The switch to the single imbalance model and single imbalance
pricing is expected to require only very small adjustments to the settlement
data reporting from market participants to TSOs. Do you agree on this
statement?
7.
There are two high level alternatives for implementation. Either
early implementation Q1/2021 or together with 15 min ISP Q4/2022
a.
Do you agree on the advantages and disadvantages described for
the alternative implementation plans?
b.
What are of importance to you and how can this be met?
c.
Which of the two alternatives do you prefer? Please explain the
reasoning.
d.
Do you see some other alternative implementation plans or gradual
implementation alternatives? Please elaborate.
8.
Any other views or comments related to common Nordic imbalance
pricing?

Summary of the responses:
Quick implementation of the single price model is generally
supported. It is stated that a single price model will create only small
adjustments for the stakeholders to be implemented early in the
roadmap. Therefore stakeholders' preference is that implementation
is completed in accordance with EBGL (Q1-Q2/2021) and
simultaneously in all of the Nordic countries. It is also commented
that a single price model potentially will reduce transaction costs and
administrative burdens.
On the other hand there is even one highly critical view from the
Finnish energy user association that explains why the single price
model maybe will harm the balance of the market power seriously in
the Nordic markets.
Respondents are widely in the opinion that a single price model
should not be implemented at same time with 15 min ISP as the
preference is to implement one thing at a time.
There is as well feedback from several respondents that requests to
have visibility and explanations to the analysis of the TSOs
operational concerns and operational situations in some
geographical areas that are referred to in the roadmap.
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Many of the responders also asked for details of the planned changes
to imbalance pricing principles.

2.5

15 minutes time resolution
Questions:
9.
Go-live of 15 minutes time resolution is planned to take place during
Q4/2022. What is your opinion of the timeline proposal? Is the proposed
timeline acceptable to make necessary changes to your business processes
and IT solutions?
10.
What are the crucial preconditions for the implementation of 15
minutes time resolution in the national and in the Nordic level? Please
explain the reasoning.

Summary of the responses:
Generally a postponement to Q4 2022 is seen reasonable to make the
necessary preparations in an orderly way. It is stressed that the date
for implementation of 15 min ISP should be firm. There is also a
proposal to avoid big changes close to holidays.
More details are asked for on precise deadlines for different program
deliveries and what the expectations are for the market participants'
readiness on those deadlines.
The respondents were asking for details for different program
deliveries. They would also like to know what the readiness looks like
in the different markets.
From the DSOs perspective coordination with developments of the
datahubs are necessary. This feedback comes especially from the
Finnish respondents. In their view the roadmap timeline should take
into consideration risk scenarios where several DSOs are delayed or
the datahub implementation is not ready in time. One Swedish DSO
also had concerns regarding the implementation timeline and
proposed postponement until 2025.
It is encouraged to have discussions in depth both on a Nordic and
European level with the market coupling operators for having 15
minutes’ products available at least in intra-day markets, but
preferably also in day-ahead markets by when Nordic bidding zones
swift into ISP 15.
Requirements for meters raise concerns on how many/connection
size limit where 15 min measurement are required.
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2.6

mFRR balancing process automation
Questions:
11.
In the first phase only scheduled mFRR activation will be part of a
Nordic markets. When there is a need for direct mFRR activation it will be
handled locally. This might also lead to a local calculation of the imbalance
price in those situations. What is your opinion of this approach?
12.
At the time for the introduction of 15 min time resolution, some
features of the European mFRR standard product will be introduced.
Before the Nordic TSOs join the MARI platform the remaining features of
the standard product shall be implemented. Is the order of the
implementation of the product features in your opinion feasible or is there
some very important features that should be introduced earlier?
13.
The go-live is expected at the same time as 15 min ISP (Q4/2022).
What is your opinion of the timeline proposal?
14.
The TSOs plan to continue current practice where mFRR energy bids
can be also used for congestion management. Any views or comments
related to congestion management?
15.
The TSOs plan to implement bid filtering functionality on some
bidding zones of Nordic market. Any views or comments related to bid
filtering functionality?

Summary of the responses:
In many responses it is stated that the standard products that will be
introduced should be described as early as possible. The market
participants' interaction with the TSO is also in general interest.
For the products there are several views:


It is not opposed to the described process of stepwise
harmonization between mFRR product in the NBM program
and standard European mFRR products as long as there is full
harmonisation between NBM and the European platforms
when the latter are put into operation.



Some respondents raise concern that an intermediate product
deviating from the upcoming European standard products
not should be introduced.



To ensure the participation of large industrial consumers in
the balancing market in the future too, there should be
products with a longer maximum delivery duration (e.g. 60
minutes) available in mFRR energy market

There is as a proposal to have better explanation of what bid filtering
is. It is also stated that bid filtering effectively limits access to market
and therefore the stakeholder consider that bid filtering within
bidding zones should be avoided as much as possible If such filtering
is done the filtering and the reason for the filtering must be fully
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transparent to the whole market. One respondent even asked for a
compensation if some bids are “jumped over” because of bid filtering.
Some of the responders considers that congestion management not
should impact imbalance prices. Some producers also stated that only
scheduled activation should be used. And not direct activation.
It is as well stated that the mFRR balancing processes automation
and AOF’s functioning needs to be described and discussed more in
detail. At the moment there is not enough information. Example:





What different functions are there in AOF?
In what way will the AOF be built, which are the work
packages?
What’s the budget for AOF in total?
What are the AOF expected to do and what will be shifted to
European platforms and what will remain as individual TSOs
responsibility?

One stakeholder gives the feedback that this timeline is too late. Also
there are arguments from Swedish producers that the current praxis
for special regulation methodology should be improved, for example
by creating a separate market for congestion management.

2.7

Outlook for energy activation markets
Question:
16.
Alignment of the balancing processes and products in order to be
able to efficiently join the European platforms is one of the targets for the
planned changes in the new Nordic Balancing Model. Do you have any
views or comments related to the described outlook?

Summary of the responses:
There is support in many responses for European balancing markets
and platforms. Several respondents are asking for the NBM roadmap
to be designed in such a way that there is a seamless transition
between the NBM platforms for aFRR and mFRR activation products
and the similar European platforms when the latter are implemented.
There are as well views that the European market model should be
implemented in the Nordics with the same schedule as in rest of the
relevant EU Member States. Shorter gate closure time (25 min) was
asked for mFRR market, to secure equal playing-field for Nordic
companies compare to the rest of Europe. It is commented that the
roadmap doesn’t describe harmonization and integration process in
sufficient detail. The roadmap should also comprise implementation
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deadlines for the second generation NBM, as this is where full
integration with European markets is expected.
Another request is to have a detailed level description of the crossborder marginal pricing model for the aFRR energy activation
market. It is also requested to analyze the need for having nonstandard mFRR-products to avoid unnecessary limitations which
might exclude flexibility from faster or slower resources is foreseen.

2.8

Stakeholder involvement
Question:
17.
Any views or comments related to the presented stakeholder
involvement?

Summary of the responses:
Respondents are satisfied with the gradual increase of stakeholder
involvement that they have experienced so far. Future expectations
includes for example more webinars and video conferences as well as
continuous updates to the plans on the websites.
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